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I. The problem of minimization of the convex function ~ : ~--~ 

on the convex smlid compact set ~r~ ~ ~ is under consideration. 

Theorem I. Let functions ~D :~_~ ~_.,,~ be convex in the dc~ ~ 

main ~L~ ={ac: La~e/A JI~-~ll~ 1 at some ~>o and quasi-convex on the 

entire ~ 

2 ° if 
IC. --> c~m 

Then functions ~ (at)= ~<o~ ~D m (x~ starting from the certain 

number achieve their absolute minima;corresponding sequence ~DC ~ 

of minima is bounded, its any limiting point belongs to~ and brings 

the minimum of function ~ on ~. 

It is necessary to emphasize that in literature the question of 

convergence of penalty method is usually considered for specific se- 

quences of functions ~ . The above theorem establishes the condi- 

tions of the method's convergence in terms of the structure of 

penalty functions. In [2] functions of the form C~ CCC)=~K ~c), 

where ~--*~, are investigated and the result depends only on the 

structural properties of function 
Theorem 2. Let conditions of theorem I be satisfied and for 

the boundary points of set ~_ in equalities 
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<p~: (~c) >_- ot >o, ~= ~,2,,.. 

hold at that. 

Then if ~ is sufficiently large,points ~ are located strict- 

ly inside _~. 

T,et d t = { ~ "  ~ ( = ) ~ o  , ~ - ~ , z , - . . , ~ ,  w~ere 9 ~' ~'~---> t~ 
are convex functions. Suppose that ~, ~i are differentiable and 

{~ { _ ~VLCLZZ_ ~ ~(O£~ ~- Co The following statement is correct. 

Theorem 3. Let all functions C~ K be differentiable and satisfy 

conditions of theorem I. Let also 

,J =1 R 1~ where functions ~ are non-negative and contimuous on and for 

any j the sequence ~ ~ (e~;~ vanishes if Z~ ~ ) <  O. 
Then the sequence ~,~ ,where ~= (~ ... ~]~ , = 

i~ ~ (DCk) (~= I,Z,...,~) is bounded, every limiting point of the seque- 

nce ~Dc~qj K) is the solution of the dual problem. 

The points (3C~q] z) mentioned in the theorems are feasible for 

the dual problem. And it means that starting from the certain number 

at every step of the process bilateral values for the optimal value 

of the objective function, of the initial problem are automatically 

(calculation of values ~Jd (D6~) will be required only) obtained, if 

the conditions of theorem 2 are satisfied. 

The first theorem of this type was obtained by iCcCormik and Fia- 

and genera l i zed  f o r  some spec ia l  c lasses  o f  pena l t  7 f u n c t i o n s  i n  [ 2 ] .  
2. Let  V C ~,a(Q) be EClber t  space and the b i l i n e a r  form 

be continious on V • The '-- :~ " ' ' problem of mmn~m~zatzon of the quadra- 

tical functional 
] ' ( u )  = CF>(u,u~ - 2 "°J~d:x: -  

on the convex closed set ~L~ V is under consideration. 

Here ~ ~ is bounded domain with piece-wise smooth boundary 

P , dL j~C~(C~) ,  J o ~ - C ~ ) ,  ~ ~ h z ( a ~  • xt is assumed 

that the quadratic form ~P(ix,%/) is positive definite on '~/. 
On the basis of some modification of Ritz's method ( and in cer- 

tain cases, of Courant's method too) the given problem may be appro- 

ximately expressed as the problem of convex programming.To make this 

approach efficient the set K has to satisfy the following condi- 

tions (~.) : 
(!) Systems of functions 
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and convex closed sets JV~ ~ ~Ke , ~ ~2,-,., such that 

/< a t  a l l  , j 

2) for any element ~rc~for g>O it is possible to indicate number 
T÷t i I 

and vectors 0-'7-6 ~A/r, ~ eJvr~,-- so that 

3) for minimization of the convex function of ~ variables on 

set~/~ usual methods of convex programming are applicable, - are 

known or may be efficiently constructed. 

Let us note that the requirement of linear independence of co- 

ordinate functions beeing natural for the classic Ritz's scheme may 

turn rather burdening and complicating the structure of set~/~ in 

this case. 

Approximated solution of the initial problem is solved in the 

following way. ~g 

Taking fixed ~ ,we determine element giving the minimum to 
e ~_~/~e 

functional ~ in the set of elements of the type 7~t = ~ e ~ ,  

where ~ . - ~ ~ / ~ ,  ~:~ 

Functional 

ma_2 (-2z_ 
where 

is the sum of a non-negative-definite quadratic form and a linear 

function depending on ~£ variables. Besides ~IL~ ~] ~ n~£~ ~{U)at 

all ~ e6 ~A/e, so that the unknown element ~e exists and is deter- 

mined by vector ~e giving minimum of ~ on ~/~ (such vector ~ ~ 

and hence element ~g are generally speaking not unique). 

It's clearly seen that the sequence f~;, C=i,2j.., is a mini- 

mizing one in the initial problem which due to the positive defini- 

teness of c~{~,u) results in /f ~e~-Jl V ~-ZZ o.  
With all this to find the approximate solution ~ g it is neces- 

sary to solve the problem of convex programming in space %~ ~e . 

Three examples of the specific accomplishment of the mentioned 

scheme are considered below. 

It is supposed that ~,=i~z--2;-,., ~=~ (~=I,Z,,,~) which 
in case ~=~/corresponds to the classical scheme of Ritz's method. 
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First of the problems considered - the problem cf elastic-pla - 

sticity - has the following variation wording (more detailed wor - 

ding of problems under consideration is in [3] ) : 

_TIc_ ) - m.d-- 

To solve it the complete system of" linear-independent functions { ~ I~'] 
is introduced in the space g~ ~) • The problem of functional jT 

minimization on the set of linear combinations q~g(OC)=~/~= (:~) 

looks like: 

 Tla e; _ m2 _ 

The latter inequality can be put down in the following way: 

L = J  jcjp=/ 
TO give the set ~ in the above way point 3 of the condition (!)is 

violated. However due to the choice of the specific penalty func - 

tion of the penalty method it is possible to avoid the preli- 

minary approximation of set ~/e. 

Namely, under the natural supposition that at certain p 

/ o X ~ "  / - = L ~  "D"°e- Z J 

set ~/e is a solid compacttum it is possible to prove that the sequ- 

ence of penalty functions jj.~ 

at ~K~O, ~-*~° satisfies the conditions of theorems I and 2.1t 

is necessary to emphasize that the smoothness degree of an integra- 

ted function completely depends on the smoothness of coordinate func- 

tions so that with the appropriate choice of the latter ones for cal- 

culating ~ (g) cubature formulas of the high degree of accuracy 

may be applied. 
The approach described related to the construction of penalty 

integral function is universal enough. 

In the two variation problems that follow the specificity of 

set K is essentially taken into consideration which permits us to come 

to simpler problems of convex programming. 

In the second problem 
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To solve i t  we shal l  introduce in to  consideration the systems 
of lhmctions ~k ~ and ~ ~ possessing the following properties: 

a) ~ ~ g ' (~J and the system {~#~  i s  complete in  spa¢~ CJ (Q} 
0 

b) ~ ,  ~ C l ( ~ ) ,  ~ I i ~ ~ 0 and the system [~0,~ is complete 

on the boundary in the following sense:for any function q~t @ C (~), 

%glp>~O and E#O~there exist ~ and non-negative ~,~iz,.- ~o~ 

suoh that I1 ~ -  Z,_. ,~  ~ II c (~, ~ holds. 
Let us note that requirements concerning coordinate functions 

may be weakened by substitution of C~ ~ (QJ by ~s(~) , C ~(~) by 

Fixing t and p we look for the minimum of functional ] on the 

set of linear combinations 
t P 

i=l K--I  

under the condition of non-negativity of coefficients ~k 

With all this the sequence of coordinate functions is obtained 

by mixing sequences |~ and ~ : ~  <for the p~po~e of ~impljoity 

we shal l  consider ~ L - - ~ L / ~ i f  L i s  ever,, ~ = ~ L ÷  4 i f  L i s  odd ) 
and sets 

correspond to the sequence ~g] formed by it. 

It means that to find the approximated solution ~ g it will be 

necessary in this case to solve the simplest problem of quadratic 

programming. Without loss of generality we may believe that ~ is 

located strictly inside unit cube ~= ~DC O~£~Lg4~ L:l~Z~...,nJ. 
Then functions of the type 

, ~ z  - -- 3%_ C ~ - ~ , ) ~ ' O - X ~  ) ( , -~ . . )  ~"- . - .  ( ~ )  

with all possible non-negative indices may be taken as ~ • System 
~ ~ is subordinate to standard requirements of Ritz's classic 

scheme. 
In the third problem 

V- LC I, <-= 
The construction of minimization sequence results in the solution of 

the simplest quadratic programs too. The system of differentiable in 

functions f[i~ ~ @ C~ (~) , is constructed such that for any 

non-negative function %tg ~J (~) and ~>0 there exist r~_ and non- 

-negative ~6~zy. ~ for which 
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holds. Further we set Jf ={~ L'6~¢ ~0]. Under the condition ~CS 
as ~A functions of type 

may be taken where 63~ ~)t 60 is differentiable and positive on~. 

It is possible to prove that if the boundary ~ is not too bad 

(i.e. in case of convex or Lipshitz domains) the abovementioned sup- 

positions ensure the correctness of the conditions (') in all prob- 

lems. 
Theorem 4. The system of functions ( ~ ) satisfies condition 

b). The system of functions (~ W ) is complete in the sense mentio- 

ned above. 
It is necessary to indicate that for the solution of the last 

two problems within the framewoSk of the scheme described it is pos- 

sible to use functions which are usually applied in variation-diffe- 

rence approximation. However,dimension of the problems of quadratic 

programming obtained will naturally be very large and this may turn 

out an obstacle for their practical solution. 

On the other hand the negative effect related to the bad defini- 

teness of matrices when using Ritz's classic scheme will not evident- 

ly be very significant as the conditions of non-negativity which 

by the meaning of the problem are essential, cut off the vicinity of 

the absolute minimum of the quadratic functional. 
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